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On Sept. 4, 1956, the U.S. Air
Force announced the selection of

17-year-old Cadet Maj. Robert N.
Barger III of Peoria, Illinois, as the offi-
cial Civil Air Patrol participant in Oper-
ation Deep Freeze II. 

The yearlong U.S. Navy-led operation
in Antarctica and the South Pole would
prepare a series of bases for the Interna-
tional Geophysical Year. Barger, having
just returned from Denmark as part of
the International Air Cadet Exchange,
would serve as a working member of the
80-person team from the 18th Air Force
operating Douglas C-124 Globemaster
II transport aircraft to supply the polar
operations in conjunction with the
Navy and the scientific community. 

Beginning in October 1956, Barger’s
journey to the bottom of the world took
him from Peoria to Donaldson Air
Force Base. South Carolina; Travis AFB,
California; Hickam AFB, Hawaii; Can-
ton Island, Fiji; Melbourne, Australia;
Christchurch, New Zealand; and finally
to McMurdo Sound in Antarctica. Dur-
ing his time on the ice, Barger would be
a crewmember of the first Air Force air-
craft to fly over the South Pole, the first
teenager to do so; the first person to cel-
ebrate an 18th birthday in Antarctica;
and the first Catholic to serve as an altar
boy in Antarctica. 

L E G A C Y  P R O F I L E | Cadet Maj. Robert N. Barger III 

Antarctic Adventure and 
Operation Deep Freeze II
By Col. Frank A. Blazich Jr.
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Until his return to the U.S. in February
1957, Barger kept a daily journal of his
activities and brought along his camera.
Earlier this year — after a long aca-
demic career in which he earned a
Ph.D. in the history of education and
taught for almost 40 years in such fields
as computer ethics and applications,
moral theology, and education before
retiring from the University of Notre
Dame — Barger donated his journal,
photographs, and several artifacts from
his amazing cadet adventure to the Col.
Louisa S. Morse Center for CAP His-
tory. The following are edited excerpts
of his journal paired with some of his
photographs: 
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Harewood Aerodrome,

Christchurch, New Zealand,

Wednesday, October 17, 1956 —

I checked out my Antarctic

gear which included a parka,

snow pants, mukluks, goloshes,

bunny boots, shoe packs, a hat,

shirt, pants, sunglasses, socks,

flying boots, and a bag to carry

it all in.

Donaldson Air Force Base, South Carolina, Wednesday, October 3, 1956 —

Everyone was anxious to get started but still there was a tinge of regret at

leaving home for six months, however this is routine for the Globe-girdling

flyers of the 18th Air Force. Colonel Horace A. Crosswell, the South Pole

mission commander , arrived on the line and soon after we boarded the aircraft

and took off with a layover for sunny California. During the smooth 10-hour

flight across America I explored the different sections of the aircraft. I

found, through conversation with the crew, that the C-124 is the largest

operational transport in the Air Force, it has three decks, including a

“basement,” plus a large flight deck. It can carry 25 tons of cargo, 200 fully

equipped troops, or 127 litter patients. It is called Globemaster since it can

fly to Europe, North Africa, India, South America, the Far East, the Arctic

and Antarctica with equal ease. We arrived at Travis AFB and checked into

the Bachelors Officer Quarters.
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McMurdo Sound, Antarctica,

Friday, October 26, 1956 — The

flight from Harewood Aerodrome,

Christchurch, New Zealand took

13:00 hours and it was 08:00

o’clock when we landed at Williams

Field, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. 

I went over to Scott’s* hut and took 

a look at the construction and glass

windows. It is filled with snow and no

one is allowed to enter since it is

considered a shrine. Outside I found

two boxes of crackers preserved by the

cold weather since Scott left them

there in 1900 or thereabouts.

*The British Antarctic Expedition of 1910-1914, led by Captain Robert Falcon
Scott, Royal Navy, erected a small building in 1911 on Ross Island serve as a
living space and storage facility. The building would later be used by members
of Sir Ernest Shackleton's Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition from 1914-
1917 before being abandoned and buried by the snow. Rediscovered by U.S.
Navy personnel of Operation Deep Freeze I in 1956, the hut and its contents
were preserved by the sub-freezing temperatures and ice. Today, Scott's Hut
is an Antarctic Heritage Site. 
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everlasting white of the Antarctic. We made a pass over the Beardmore sight

and the APO worked feverishly pushing the cargo out. There is much more to a

drop than just pushing a button to release the load, there is much rigging and

moving, etc. We made about five drops and then headed for the South Pole.

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Tuesday, October 30, 1956 — As we waited for takeoff
the aerial port operations (APO) section rigged the cargo with chutes and secured

all loose ends. An unexpected development came up and we had to also load 20

rubber barrels of fuel. We took off and headed for the Beardmore Glacier. On the

way we observed the high mountains of the coast line outlined against the

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Friday,

November 2, 1956 — Not much doing

today. I wrote a report on my third

flight over the Pole and life here at

McMurdo. The storm that started

yesterday has gotten worse and is

blowing snow right thru the cracks in our

hut door, leaving a pile of snow 3 inches

deep. I got myself a brilliant scarf from

APO and got the ends sewed up.
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McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Sunday, November

4, 1956 — In the evening I had supper with

the officers and then went out and took some

pictures of emperor penguins and seals. 

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Friday,

December 14, 1956 — Got up at noon

and helped Navy Chaplain Father John

C. Condit set up 4 Christmas trees in

front of the Chapel of the Snows. We

also decorated the front of the chapel

with fir boughs and ornaments. 

McMurdo and South Pole, Monday, November 19, 1956 — After serving Mass I

rushed down to eat since they thought the flight tonight might really go. Sure

enough, at 19:45 it was wheels up for the South Pole drop. The first part of the

flight was uneventful. When we arrived at the Pole the two R4Ds landed and

unloaded personnel. An R5D was cruising in the area to take pictures of the drops.

The drops consisted of a weasel and some sleds. A large black X was set up to mark

the drop zone. 
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Postscript — White House, Washington, DC, Monday, June 24,

1957 — In connection with Operation Deep Freeze, I later

flew to Washington and presented President Eisenhower with

a plaque commemorating my trip on which was fastened the 

horseshoe from Shackleton’s expedition (it was inscribed on the plaque as being from the

Scott expedition, however, so for practical purposes the horseshoe was from the Scott

expedition). The President asked me about the trip and my exchange to Denmark the

year before; altogether our conversation lasted about 20 minutes. Major General Walter

R. Agee, Commanding General of CAP , was also present at the presentation. Afterwards

the press people were admitted and took pictures of the actual presentation.

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Wednesday,

December 26, 1956 — Took pictures

today of camp scenes typical of summer.

Weather equipment, buildings, and dog

team.

McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, Saturday, December 22, 1956 — Scaled Observation hill
with Bob Dean and took pictures (from the peak) of Mt. Erebus and Mt. Discovery.

Got a picture of the chapel with all the decorations and lights.


